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Programme
• Introduction: How to lobby and what we do at the NMA

• The five social values as an instrument for lobbying

• Our internship programme for local and national politicians

• A video of an Amsterdam politician at the Amsterdam Museum

• A video of an Alkmaar politician at the Municipal Museum Alkmaar

• Do’s and don’ts during an internship

• Round-up and questions



What is lobbying? (or: Advocacy)

An introduction
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Origine of the term

Lobby

Williard Hotel

Washington DC?
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or….

Houses of Parliament, London
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Lobby is always about

(informal) influence on

formal decision making



Lobbying: Ideally, it

shoud be something

a museum does all

the time.  
Advocay is about raising awareness 

about what you do and building support.

Advocacy is not about responding to a 

crisis or threat, but helps build the 

conditions that make crises and threats

less likely to happen in the first place.
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Advocacy



What do we do? And how do we do it?

• Ministery of Culture

• Heritage law

• Members of Parliament



Supporting museums

• Advise / check

• Contact with politicians

• Referal to other museum

• Letter of support

• Speak at Council



Issues

• Facts and research:

• More than Worth it

• Museum Statistics



Instruments



Better not?



More than worth it

The social significance of museums and the five values as 

instrument for advocacy/ lobby



Five values
Collection value

Connecting value

Educational value

Experience value

Economic value



Museum internship ‘Show some elbow grease!’: politicians at work







Do’s and don’ts when organising an internship for a politician:

• If there are more museums in your city interested then try to work together. Divide who invites which

politician or make a joint offer to the city council.

• Let the intern really work, take the politician serious in his/her role as an employee.

• Don’t just show things or give a tour, above all don’t give a (powerpoint) presentation.

• Choose work activities that really represent the key values of the museum.

• Choose work activities that match the personal or political interest of the politician.

• Don’t approach the politician with (financial) requests or issues (you may do  that another time).

• Consider making a video (with a simple handycam or hiring a professional filmmaker). This is good

for the museum, the politician and the citizens. Make arrangements on how the material can be

used.

• Make sure you are ‘feeding’ the politician throughout the day with interesting facts and figures on 

visiting numbers, schools, volunteers.

• Involve your employees and volunteers in the preparations for the politicians’ internship and make 

the goal of this day known to everyone.

• Invite the politician personally for the next event or exhibition opening.

• Aim for a pleasant day, a nice schedule and a lunch together with the employees.



Thank you for your attention
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